
Over-Subscribed Tours 
A tour is over-subscribed if there are insufficient seats on the bus or insufficient rooms available. If a 

Tour is over-subscribed by 5:00 pm on the Draw Date, a draw shall be held.  

1. The Tour Coordinator shall conduct the draw with the Tour Hosts present. 

2. The reservations of members sharing accommodation shall be treated as one reservation. 

3. The names drawn shall be assigned to the waiting list in the order in which they are drawn. 

4. Exemption status applies to a member who: 

4.1. is drawn off an over-subscribed tour and placed on a waiting list, and 

4.2. does not attend the tour. 

5. Meaning of exemption status: 

5.1. A member, having been drawn off the bus or from a room on a tour, is exempt from any draw 

for the next tour they apply on up to the end of the equivalent tour the next year. 

6. A member assigned to a waiting list who goes on the tour when a space becomes available 

relinquishes their exemption status. 

7. When a draw has taken place the Tour Coordinator shall approve each re-assignment from the 

waiting list to the reservation list. 
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Excluding Names from the Draw 
1. The Tour Hosts are excluded from the draw. 

2. Any member who has been given an ‘exemption status’ due to being drawn from a previous tour (see 
section on Over-Subscribed Tours).  

3. The membership status of all people who have completed a reservation form will be established 
before the draw.  

4. Members who have indicated their wish to self-drive or fly will be excluded from the bus draw when 
this occurs. 

5. If there are insufficient hotel rooms a draw will be made from the list of self-drivers, except for those 
who have a room partner on the bus. 
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Procedure for the Draw: 
1. The name(s) of the people in a room shall be placed on a piece of paper. 

2. The names of members who are looking for a roommate shall be placed on a piece of paper as 
“member’s name & member’s roommate.” If a member looking for a roommate is not drawn, the 
member has until the tour reservation deadline date to find a roommate. However, the member will 
be encouraged to make a decision before the draw date of the next tour.  

3. Names will be drawn and placed on the waiting list in the order in which they are drawn. 



4. When there are 54 names for the bus, the draw will cease. 

5. When there are 55 names for the bus, a draw will be made from those wishing to have single 
accommodation. 
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Follow-up to the Draw: 
1. The Tour Coordinator will contact the members whose names have been drawn and explain the 

following to them. 

1.1. A member whose name has been put on the waiting list is excluded from the next draw for 
which they apply until the end of the equivalent tour the next season.  

1.1.1.   A member assigned to a waiting list who goes on the tour when a space becomes available 
relinquishes their exemption status. (See section on Over-Subscribed Tours.) 

1.2. A member may choose at any time to have his/her name removed from the waiting list. 

1.3. The member may choose to stay on the waiting list until the bus leaves. Signing up for another 
tour does not affect his/her status on that waiting list. 

1.4. Consequently, the member may choose to participate in an alternate tour and a seat on the bus 
will be guaranteed for that tour if there is a draw. If subsequently a place opens on the original 
tour and the member agrees, the member would no longer be exempt from any further tour 
draws.  

1.5. Members who have been assigned to a waiting list who want to participate in alternate or 
additional tours must complete the Reservation Form for these tours before the Draw Date of 
each tour.  

2. After the Draw Date, the Tour Hosts will check with the Tour Coordinator before making any changes 
to the list of participants or the waiting list.  
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Waiting List 
After the Draw Date, if a tour fills additional members wishing to participate shall submit a Tour 
Reservation Form accompanied by a cheque for the full amount. The Tour Host shall place names on  a 
waiting list according to the date that forms are received. Applicants shall be offered cancelled spaces 
according to their place on the waiting list. 
Approved July 2, 2008 

Members who provide their own transportation 
On all tours that offer bus transportation, reservations for members (excluding those from out-of-
province) who wish to provide their own transportation shall not be accepted until the bus is full. 
Members providing their own transportation who wish to ensure a place on the tour may do so by paying 
the full rate and shall receive a refund for the bus seat portion when the bus is full. 
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Full Bus 
A bus is "full" when all costs relating to bus transportation are met.  
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Self-Driving for Tours 
Exceptions to the self-driving policy for members who wish to provide their own transportation shall be 
approved by the Executive. 
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Tour Participants from Out-of-Province 

Any out-of-province member flying directly to a tour destination is not required to pay for the bus 
transportation. 
Approved November 4, 2009, Revised June 25, 2014 


